Japanese Knotweed Treatment & Control
Japanese Knotweed is an non-native plant that once established exhibits a rapid growth rate, forms dense stands
in both open and riparian areas and excludes native vegetation, prohibiting regeneration. Vegetative diversity is
reduced considerable. In riparian habitats, the plant can destabilise soil as it completely takes over riverbanks and
then dies back in Winter, leading to increased erosion. Access to fisheries can become a problem in Summer
months as the stands grow very tall, and wildlife habitat can also alter dramatically leading to marginalisation of
certain species. Allowing Japanese Knotweed to spread through a lack of proper control is against the law in the
UK.
One of the ways in which Japanese Knotweed spreads in riparian habitats is through the movement of plant
fragments by water. In this way, the population relocates downstream during flood events, compounding the
problem.
In 2010 The Tay Foundation began a partnership with the Tayside franchise of Complete Weed Control, a
Nationwide invasive plant control company. The extent of the Japanese Knotweed problem on the River Earn was
such that Tay District Salmon Fishery Board staff had neither the manpower or the equipment to effectively deal
with the situation. The Earn is by far the most heavily impacted major waterway in the district, and therefore all
Knotweed treatment has taken place exclusively on this river. Indeed, the specialists at Complete Weed Control
have said that they had never encountered such large continuous stands of Knotweed until they visited the Earn.
The area concentrated on stretches from Loch Earn right the way down to the A9 at Dunning. The programme, by
its very nature, is a long-term one and the strategy is to treat and then re-treat the affected areas on an annual
basis, suppressing re-growth and ensuring that the situation is controlled effectively. Complete Weed Control use
extra-long lance backpack sprayers with a wide-spray head and high pressure hoses when required to ensure
effective coverage. Chemicals used are all government-certified for safe use in riparian habitats.
David Young of Complete Weed Control recently gave a short talk to the River Earn Improvement Association
detailing the work undertaken so far and the plans moving forward. This was very well received by the
Committee.
Below are some photos illustrating the work.

Complete Weed Control operatives spraying Knotweed stands with long-lances.

A stand of Knotweed showing the yellowing effect of spraying – the initial signs of effective control.

A stand of Knotweed on the Upper earn before treatment.

The same stand after treatment. This photo is taken in the Winter, but for the full effect to be seen surveying must
take place during the following growing season.

Effective treatment of a Knotweed stand at Kinkell Bridge. This photo shows the stand during the following
growing season after treatment, and it is clear that minimal re-growth is taking place.

More effective treatment on the Middle Earn.

